• We improve visual representations for multi-modal semantic models by → Applying standard dimensionality reduction and denoising techniques → Proposing a novel technique ContextVision that takes corpus-based textual information into account when enhancing visual embeddings • We explore our contribution in a visual and a multi-modal setup and evaluate on benchmark word similarity and relatedness tasks
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• Computational models across tasks potentially pro t from combining corpus-based textual information with perceptional information → Word meanings are grounded in the external environment. Sensorimotor experience cannot be learned only based on linguistic symbols, cf. the grounding problem → What about visual representations ?
• Singular Value Decomposition (SVD): a matrix algebra operation that can be used to reduce matrix dimensionality yielding a new high-dimensional space
• Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a a matrix factorisation approach where the reduced matrix contains only non-negative real numbers
• denoising methods (DEN) use a non-linear, parameterized, feedforward neural network as a lter on word embeddings to reduce noise
• Our novel idea ContextVision (CV) strengthens visual vector representations by performing negative sampling using visual representation and corpus contexts. 
Results (only visual)

Conclusion
We successfully applied dimensionality reduction as well as denoising techniques. Except for SVD, all investigated methods showed signi cant improvements in single-and multimodal setups on the task of predicting similarity and relatedness.
Multi-Modal Setup 
